P.O. Box 58846 Botany Auckland 2163

Jeff Fletcher
Bconn Limited
Development Management Services
P.O. Box 13428
Tauranga 3141
06/04/2016

BY EMAIL

Dear Jeff,
Re: your request at the Env Court mediation on surfbreak Protection Society (SPS) supplying some relevant
information that you could take back to your clients regarding withdrawal of deletion of Kaituna Cut from the
schedule in the BOP Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan.
We would like you to consider locations that have had groynes constructed for the purpose of safe boating in and
out of rivers and estuaries we would like you consider the groynes of Greymouth and Westport where excellent
surfing waves have been created or enhanced by these structures, and are recognised in the New Zealand Wavetrack
surfing guide Cobden Wall and Blaketown, both registering 8 on the books stoke meter(numbers 415 and 416).
Also we have enclosed two bathymetric maps produced by DHI International of one; Whakatane Heads (a broken
sea wall) requested by the Whakatane District Council which rates a 9 in the Wavetrack guide and is noted in the
BOP Regional Policy Statement, and two; South Stradbroke Island, recently made part of the World Surfing Reserve
on the Gold Coast Queensland Australia, an economic study done by Dr Neil Lazarow on behalf of Queensland
Government calculated it was worth $22 million per year to the Queensland economy.
It is our experience that where surfbreaks are located, this increases desire for, and value of coastal real estate.
On this basis we would like your clients withdrawing their submission on deletion of the Kaituna Cut Surfbreak from
schedule 5 of the Regional Coastal Plan, and consider mitigation or remedy as a way forward when their project
transpires.
Kaituna Cut surf break
a high quality surfing
wave as illustrated in
this photo.

The Kaituna Cut is recognised in numerous surfing guides, online and in print, including A Guide to Surf Riding in New Zealand
(4 editions first published in 1968) The Wavetrack New Zealand Surfing Guide with a 7 out of 10 on the stoke meter, ”which
can produce Kirra(top Australian surf break) - like right hand screamers.” “Spot X Surfing New Zealand.” Which gives it a 6 out of
10 and states “ Well worth a surf check as it offers good tubes and plenty of grunt.” The New Zealand. The Good New Zealand
Beach Guide “It can have grinding waves off either side off the mouth with substantial sand banks created by the rivers flow,
that holds a bit of size.” This amounts to nearly 50 years in publication as a regionally significant surf break.

Excerpts from DHI Wellington Airport Runway Extension Surf Break Impact Assessment:
2.2.2 Whakatane Coastal Processes Study (New Zealand)
Project Aim
DHI were commissioned by Whakatane District Council to investigate the effectiveness of a range of options to
achieve the best result in terms of improved navigation through the Whakatane Harbour Entrance while taking into
consideration other recreational and environmental constraints, of which surf amenity at the river mouth was one
(DHI, 2011).
Methodology
MIKE21 BW Boussinesq wave modelling was used to calculate the detailed wave transformation and breaking for
two selected offshore wave condition scenarios. Scenario 1 included a highly energetic condition while scenario 2
comprised of the most frequently occurring wave condition. OPTISURF was then used to analyse the surf quality of
the produced wave field.
For each breaking wave the transition point between broken and unbroken wave was traced until the wave breaking
terminated. Each cycle was logged as a surfable ride along with information on the ride length, peeling speed and
breaking wave height.
Outcomes
An example of the output from OPTISURF for the river mouth is presented in Figure 2-4. The
results revealed key features of the surfing break such as the take-off zone in proximity to the navigation channel.
Both scenarios were found to provide ride lengths of over 400m. Variations in ride return periods were distinguished
for each scenario, being of 1 ride in every 5.5 minutes for scenario 1 and 12 minutes for scenario 2.
The analysis highlighted a strong link between the orientation, length and continuation of the river mouth bar and
the quality of the surfing amenity foremost expressed in terms of the potential length of the surf ride. The project is
currently on hold with a detailed assessment of potential options awaiting further approval. Further stages of
surfability assessment would involve the proposed navigation works on changes to the bathymetry, wave direction
and changes in the wave driven currents, requiring more scenarios to be considered and assessed.

Whakatane Heads a good example of a partially
modified river mouth with an excellent surf break
listed in the Bay Of Plenty Regional Coastal Statement.
The Whakatane District Council carrying out research
for preservation rather than deletion.

Figure 2-4 OPTISURF Illustration of the length and size of all
possible surf rides over the course of 1
hour – Whakatane (NZ) The colour scale indicates the maximum
breaking height experienced along the ride.
Referenced from: DHI Wellington Airport Runway Extension
Surf Break Impact Assessment.
http://www.connectwellington.co.nz/static/documents/06-WIAL--Draft-Surf-Break-Impact-Assessment.pdf

Examples from the Wavetrack N.Z. Surfing Guide listing high quality surf breaks with a co-dependency on groins
created for safe navigational passage.

Figure 8-1 Ebb tide delta shoal offshore of South Stradebroke Island.
Referenced from: DHI Wellington Airport Runway Extension
Surf Break Impact Assessment. http://www.connectwellington.co.nz/static/documents/06-WIAL---Draft-Surf-Break-Impact-Assessment.pdf

We would encourage your clients to read these documents emphasising the monetary value of surf breaks
http://gecko.org.au/download/reports/Analysis%20of%20AEC%20Business%20Report.pdf
http://www.valueofwaves.org/uploads/1/1/4/2/11420190/lazarow_2008_final_report_socioeconomic_study_of_re
creational_surfing_on_the_gold_coast_lowres.pdf
If you need any further information please feel free to contact me.
Kind Regards

Paul Shanks
President; Surfbreak Protection Society Inc.
mobile: 021 2671492

